The 1970 Brecon Yew Survey described 2 pieces of yew, measuring 7' and 8', growing out of ‘an old root of 30’ in circumference’. A measurement around both parts in 2001 exceeded 30’. Of the fragments, one is a leaning hollow trunk of about 6’ in girth, with many branches. The second, far more substantial, has gradually leaned over and part now rests on the ground. At 8’ along its length it divides into two, one section resting on the ground, the other maintaining its position above ground. This latter piece has had several branches sawn off.

2016 Paul Wood: A note should be made that there is limited parking at a church which is on a blind bend of a busy road. The yew is slowly being hidden by thick ivy, nettles and brambles and although the churchyard is kept tidy and looked after the yew appears to be considered not worthy of attention.

Paul Wood also recorded a younger twin boled yew 20 metres north westerly and a very young yew which was beginning to establish roots 15 metres south of the recorded yew.